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A story about following 
licenses to the letter.
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What does a bootloader do?

Bootloader Kernel Init

1. Initialize hardware
2.Load kernel from storage
3.Ensure integrity of kernel
4.Prepare configuration data for kernel
5.Jump to kernel
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Torvald’s Stance

“...

I want to make it clear that DRM is perfectly ok 
with Linux!

…

I think there are many quite valid reasons to 
sign (and verify) your kernel images, and while 
some of the uses of signing are odious, I don't
see any sane way to distinguish between 
"good" signers and "bad" signers.”

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/fa.linux.kernel/L5NRD_ONkIk%5B1-25%5D



GPLv3

“6. ...

“Installation Information” for a User Product means any 
methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other 
information required to install and execute modified 
versions of a covered work in that User Product from a 
modified version of its Corresponding Source. The 
information must suffice to ensure that the continued 
functioning of the modified object code is in no case 
prevented or interfered with solely because modification 
has been made.

…

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation 
Information provided, in accord with this section must be in 
a format that is publicly documented (and with an 
implementation available to the public in source code 
form), and must require no special password or key for 
unpacking, reading or copying.”

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html

FSF’s Stance
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